MONDORUN
MADE FOR RUNNERS.

Born of MONDO’s experience and Nike’s commitment, MondoRun was designed to be a comfortable,
high-performance running surface. It reduces impact and is highly stable, improving balance and traction
with less energy loss.
EMBOSSED SOLID-RUBBER TOP
LAYER

CO-VULCANIZED MULTI-LAYER
DUAL DUROMETER

Vulcanized rubber surface
layer with raised
embossing for optimal
elasticity and grip, and
efficient drainage.

Our track surfaces are
made from two layers of
solid rubber vulcanized
together to form a
continuous, seamless
surface.

NIKE GRIND
Nike Grind vulcanized
rubber granule, made from
the soles of pre-consumer
Nike running shoes. The
soles of Nike running shoes
are mechanically pressed
into the ideal form and
granulometry so as to be
used in MONDO surfaces
and performance infills.
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AIR-CELL TECHNOLOGY
Air-filled chambers on the
bottom layer compress,
then expand, acting like
bowstrings and projecting
athletes up and forward.

MONDORUN
Best compromise between asphalt and grass
Generally, dirt tracks are soft and low impact, uneven, and often dirty and slippery. Asphalt is smoother and cleaner,
but can cause greater impact on joints and muscles. MondoRun combines the best of both surfaces with excellent
shock absorption and energy return, uniform dynamic response and easy maintenance. It’s the ideal track for anyone
running for fun or light training.

A “green” composition
MondoRun with Nike Grind contains no chemicals that are potentially dangerous to your health or the environment,
like organobromine compounds, per- and poly-fluorinates or phthalates. It contains no chemicals known to be
persistent, bio-accumulative or toxic (PBT), carcinogenic, mutagenic or reprotoxic (CMR), or any chemicals included
in the list of substances of very high concern (SVHC) by the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA). That’s why it is
GREENGUARD Gold Certified.

Easy on the feet, easy on the eyes
MondoRun’s color palette was inspired by Nike’s iconic colors, for a coordinated Nike running experience:
Anthracite
Legion Green
Green Spark
University Red
Court Purple
Game Royal
Green Abyss
Pure Platinum

Discover more on www.nikegrind.com

DIMENSIONS
Thickness

Weight

Roll Length

Roll Width

10,5 mm

2.08 lbs/sq.ft. (10,5 kg/m²)

49' 2” (15 )

4' 0” (1.22 )

I / Version
Thickness

Weight

Roll Length

Roll Width

10,5 mm

10,5 kg/m²

49' 2” (15 )

4' 0” (1.22 )
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COLOR RANGE

COURT PURPLE - P115 GREEN SPARK - P108 GAME ROYAL - P106 GREEN ABYSS - P114

ATHRACITE - P105

PURE PLATINUM - P110 UNIVERSITY RED - P107 LEGION GREEN - P104

CERTIFICATIONS
MondoRun I Greenguard Certification
MondoRun I Greenguard Gold Certification
MondoRun Greenguard Certification
MondoRun Greenguard Gold Certification
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